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The present study describes a strategy for teaching and learning technical drawing, by enhancing students’ skills in spatial

perception. This strategy was proposed by means of literature review, which identified the strengths and weaknesses of

technical drawing concepts up to date. This study allowed to construct a framework in which contains a general guide to

address this strategy. It is a method in which students play an active role, initially manually sketching and on the drawing

board before proceeding to the computer. Themanual drawing was supported by origami systems, and Piaget’s pedagogy

to understand the space-plane relationship. From another point of view, it was used the problem-based learning on the

drawing by computer to draw components that were drawn by hand. The research was conducted over two years in the

course of industrial engineering. Purposive sampling was used to select 32 students participating in this research. The

principal findings of this research concern the evolutionary learning of the orthogonal projections that enable students to

draw objects in the plane that they first saw in the space.
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1. Introduction

Before a product can be manufactured, it must first

be designed. This requires technical drawing, a skill

in which images on computer screens are replacing

those once crafted on drawing boards. A prerequi-

site for affecting a successful transition is themanual
learning of technical design at the undergraduate

engineering level. This is a process in which students

play an active role, with media gradually supple-

menting—not replacing—the professor’s contribu-

tions [1]. There is a dearth of reports onways used to

teach technical drawing to undergraduate students.

There had been changes in the school curriculum in

Scotland to suit the needs of education and industry.
However, the manual technical drawing survived

several revisions of the education curriculum (from

1972 to 1999). Circular 1101/1983 of the Scottish

Education Department proposed that drawing

courses be phased out and introduced into technical

courses. The reaction of the Technology Teachers’

Association in Scotland, backed by industry,

reversed that decision [2]. These aspects in Brazil
were different and ended up harming the teaching of

technical drawing. In 1971, law 5,692/71 provided

guidelines for primary and secondary teaching and

on December 1, 1971, geometric drawing was rele-

gated to a component of mathematics. In 1975,

opinion 4,833, further vitiated educational man-

dates regarding drawing, and two years later, the

university eliminated the drawing exam from its
entrance examination for engineering school. In

sum, drawing education has been reduced to a

supplemental level in Brazilian education [3].

The devaluation of geometric drawing and

descriptive geometry in Brazilian education has

hampered its teaching, beginning in elementary

school and continuing in secondary. As a result of

such fragmentation, drawing education in engineer-
ing schools has also suffered and engineering

students encounter difficulties in constructing

orthogonal projections. To meet this ongoing chal-

lenge, this study describes a teaching framework

experiment and it inspiring the development of this

work.Hence, this studyposes the following research

question: What is the appropriate method for

teaching and learning technical drawing in Brazil?
To address it, an effective strategy was searched and

conducted in the course of industrial engineering

that supplements its curriculum with lectures on

technical drawing using descriptive geometry

devised by the teacher. The student should start

the technical drawing on the drawing board using

instruments (ruler, squares and compass), and the

student moves to the drawing on the computer after
demonstrating that its spatial perception has been

perfected.

The origins of the geometric drawing can be

traced from Plato (bC 428–348) to Monge (aC

1746—1818, descriptive geometry). Plato’s renown

pupil Aristotle (bC 364–322) founded the Lyceum.

Later came the school of Alexandria, the world’s

first university; where Euclid (bC 330–260) intro-
duced geometric theory set forth in The Elements
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[4]. Geometric drawing depicts lines, surfaces, and

volumes, and can be defined as the science that

researches the shapes and dimensions of physical

object. Form is an aspect of a particular object,

while size denotes its dimension. Plane geometry

studies forms devoid of volume, i.e., figures drawn
in a plane. It was born from man’s desire to under-

standwhat is around him and to create a representa-

tion of that which previously could only be seen in

one’s immediate environment. Plane geometric fig-

ures include as example: the triangle, which can be

equilateral, isosceles, or rectangular, a polygon

formed by three sides; the square, a figure with

four equal sides at right angles; the circle, a figure
with a single line with a 3608 circumference [5].
Solid geometry studies spatial figures; i.e., those

having more than two dimensions, such as: the

prism, a polyhedron composed of two parallel

faces, which can be triangular, square, pentagonal,

or hexagonal, and joining its edges in the shape of a

parallelogram; the pyramid, a polyhedron compris-

ing a base which can be triangular, square, rectan-

gular, or pentagonal, with a vertex that combines all

triangular sides; the tetrahedron, a regular polyhe-

dron with four triangular faces; the cube, a regular

hexahedronwith six quadrangular faces; the sphere,

whose sequential alignment points in all directions
an equal distance from its center [6].

Descriptive geometry involves a pictorial space

designed in two perpendicular planes, horizontal

(top) and vertical (front) observed from infinity by

means of linearly projected directions [7, 8]. It

featured elements include (Fig. 1): epures projected

orthogonally in the plane, which represent the

drawing board; dihedrals, whose angle corresponds
to a three-dimensional space between two half-

planes, not contained in the same plane, and origi-

nating from a common edge.

Technical drawing (Fig. 2) entails the creation of

a graphic representation of an engineering product

that conveys its form, size, and other characteristics

including material, roughness, tolerance, and
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Fig. 1. Elements of descriptive geometry [6].

Fig. 2. Technical drawing.



adjustment [9–12]. It uses isometric perspective

(solid geometry) that has three axes forming

between them angles of 1208 and oblique axes

forming a horizontal angle of 308 degrees [11–13].
And, it uses the orthographic views, in the United

States, on the third dihedral, and in Brazil and
Europe, on the first dihedral, and are designated

front, top, and left view, resulting from orthogonal

cylindrical projections (plane geometry), aligned

with each other, thus enabling the perception of

their relative position (descriptive geometry).

This paper is structured as follows: section 1

presents the fundamental question addressed by

the study and section 2 defines the teaching strategy
from the research methodology. Section 3 provides

ways of teaching and learning technical drawing

and section 4 reports the strategy’s evaluation.

Section 5 presents the discussion and section 6, the

conclusion, summarizes the results and provides

recommendations for further research.

2. Literature review

2.1 Research methodology

The research methodology in this study can be
divided into three stages, as shown:

� definition of the problem and research question

was established in an introduction;

� a literature review from 2000 to 2018 regarding

drawing concepts was conducted, using the ISI

web of knowledge, scopus, and google scholar

databases. The initial screening used the keyword

‘‘technical drawing’’, and the results were further
refined, using the keyword ‘‘spatial perception’’

and ‘‘problem-based learning’’; the remaining

articles were reviewed, and a teaching and learn-

ing technical drawing framework were proposed;

� discussions and conclusions.

Table 1 presents a literature review (25 articles) in

which the transformation of this experience with

students was leveraged via the following: sketch,
drawing board, orthogonal views, block models,

spatial perception, adaptation, CAD and PBL.

Manual drawing is important today for students

in engineering school. In this way, they knowhow to

draw using ruler, straight edge, and compass in a

world in which designs are done by computer [2].

At the University of Debrecen, Hungary, the basic

studies have difficulties, due to the difference

between the level of knowledge of the high school

teaching, as the number of geometry classes is being

reduced the education becomes profuse. One of the

way to solve this problem, full-time engineering

students have seminars on descriptive geometry
[14]. At the University of Pittsburgh in Johnstown,

USA, all engineering students have the engineering

drawing course. The first goal is to interpret and

communicate with technical drawings and sketches,

only then use computer-aided graphics software

[15]. At the Technical University of Valencia,

Spain, 2D freehand sketching application is used

that can generate 3D drawing. The purpose of this
application is to develop the future engineer in

spatial visualization, in the sketch, and in the

front, left and top views [16].

Orthographic projections for the determination

of objects are a method developed to obtain 3D

models of prismatic pieces used in 2D technical

drawings [17]. An innovation in the teaching of

technical drawing to improve the spatial visualiza-
tion of objects through orthogonal views was

applied in engineering at Polytechnic Montréal,

Canada. The result of this research is a 2D/3D

tutorial that teaches students how to visualize the

orthographic projection exercises solution [18]. The

major difficulty of technical drawing is to represent

an isometric solid in orthographic views. In order to

succeed in this direction, engineering students must
be able to compile the spatial properties of objects

on flat paper [19–20]. Block model is a system that

represents a solid inside a glass box. In this way,

students draw the front, left and top views on the

faces of the glass box [15]. A simplified way is the

concrete representation with blocks of wood to be

drawn by the student, which can be observed and

touched. In this situation, the student will practice
the passage from the orthographic views into iso-

metric perspectives [21].

Adaptation is a biological mechanism of trans-

formation deployed by the body for its conserva-

tion. For Piaget, knowledge is based on this process,

highlighting structural and functional intellectual

environments, with structure involving the nervous

system and sensory organs and function serving as a
means of intelligence. Intelligence has an hereditary

functional relationship with biological organiza-

tion, which, in turn, is related to adaptation [24–27].
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Table 1. Characteristics from articles

Characteristics Articles Characteristics Articles

Sketch 14–16, 29 Adaptation Piaget 22–27
Drawing board 2, 14–16 Spatial perception 2, 14–16, 19–24, 28–29, 37
Orthogonal views 15–21, 29 CAD 2,15, 17–19, 22, 27, 29, 34–37
Block models 15, 20–21, 37 Problem-based learning 27, 30–33, 36



Adaptation forms the mental or cognitive inferred

structures, processes of knowledge attained through

perception, association, memory, reasoning, and

imagination [24]. Cognition is the way the brain

perceives, learns, and thinks about data received

through the senses. More than simply the acquisi-
tion of knowledge, it is an effective way to interact

with our peers and the environment in which we live

without losing our existential identity [24].

At Tshwane University of Technology, South

Africa, the engineering design course teaches com-

munication in the form of drawing. In this course,

students have difficulties in spatial visualization.

Thus, to mitigate this problem, during the teaching
of drawing, it was used the perception of Piaget [22].

The spatial visualization is fundamental for under-

standing technical drawing. The knowledge is not a

copy of reality based on Piaget’s theories, for

knowing an object is not simply looking at it. You

have to understand it [15]. Spatial visualization is

very important for the engineer when drawing and

interpreting technical drawing. This fact translates
thinking and modeling into product development.

The correlation of the orthographic projection and

the isometric perspective are fundamental for tech-

nical drawing. In this way, students without skill

had problems to understand fundamental concepts

of engineering drawing. One way to aid the visuali-

zation is to begin by drawing manually, and later

draw on the computer [14, 15]. This is the question,
the environment can be perceived in two stages.

Initially, through drawing using manual instru-

ments (ruler, straight edge, and compass) on a

drawing board. And subsequently via computer

application (CAD), a progression [2], which is the

focus of this study. This will affect spatial percep-

tion, i.e., the mental visualization of a spatial form

[16, 20–23].
This is a way of perceiving the object without

seeing it. Spatial perception guides the transition

between two-dimensional depictions and three-

dimensional objects and vice versa with the help of

brain through vision. A beam of light rays pass

through the iris and retina. This light energy is

transformed into bioelectric energy, which through

nerve stimulation travels along the optic nerve,
reaching the brain [20–21]. The current higher

education is a function of skills. Spatial ability is a

basic skill to develop decision making, teamwork,

creativity, others. At the La Laguna University,

Spain, a workshop on three-dimensional creative

modeling (Stella 3D) was carried out to improve

spatial ability, skills and creativity [28]. Visualiza-

tion is a fundamental skill in engineering, because it
understands the reading and creation of technical

drawing. However, engineering students show

learning difficulties in this subject. For this, when

the teacher presents the solution to a technical

drawing problem, whether manual or computa-

tional, he/she will not be helping the students in

the learning process. Then, he/she must to work

with the student in the visualization process [29].

Engineers should be able to acquire new knowl-
edge and find solutions on their own initiative. This

requires a capacity for individual and team work.

Problem-based learning is a pedagogical concept

that emphasizes learning over teaching and focuses

on solving concrete problems with the teacher

serving as tutor and students working together as

a team. It is the student who decides to study and is

an active participant in the learning process. Stu-
dents collaboratively evaluate the statement of the

problem and through brainstorming systematize

ideas to plan solutions and set goals. In subsequent

meetings, they will assess whether the plan’s objec-

tives are being achieved, review the problem state-

ment, and revise the plan as needed to attain a final

solution [30–33].

Technical drawing encompasses the construction
of formanddimension using the ruler, straight edge,

and compass. Alternatively, it can be accomplished

with the aid of computer-aided design (CAD),

which simulates themanual techniques of the draw-

ing board and its instruments [14–15, 34]. Engineer-

ing design was created under the aspect of art and

science, while drawing was created to represent the

product. In its design, the technical drawing can
have manual or CAD origin. The definition of

technical drawings was then adopted from British

Standards (BS ISO 6707: 2004): ‘‘Technical infor-

mation, given onan information carrier, graphically

presented in accordance with agreed rules and

usually to scale’’ [35].

The globalization of international recognition of

engineering qualifications reduced the time avail-
able at Malaysian universities to teach a range of

practical skills. In Australia, the students developed

skills in industrial design of assemblies with sizing of

the elements ofmachines. Internationally, engineers

must have competence in Europe and the USA to

draw and interpret drawings. There is a tendency to

create freehand drawing (2D) and then move to

software (3D), which are automated designs [36].
Spatial ability can be enhanced through the stu-

dents’ hobby as a valid training strategy without

academic exercises. The use of video games playing

Nintendo Tetris, in intensive drawing training

courses, develops the ability to imagine rotations

of 2D and 3D objects, improving the development

of spatial skills [37].

2.2 Wilcoxon rank sum test

The Wilcoxon rank sum test, which is nonpara-

metric, is used to measure the position of two
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samples. Consider two samples of size n coming

from Xi and Yi. In this case, the observations are

paired. Set to Di = Xi –Yi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Thus,

one obtains the sample D1, D2, . . . , Dn, resulting

from the differences between values of each pair.

For testing purposes, one must first establish the
null hypothesis, which has the same position: H0:

X1 = X2. Another hypothesis pertains when the

median of the difference is not zero, in which case,

the populations differ in location, orX1 distribution

is shifted to the left: X2, H1: X1 < X2 [38]. The

measurement and distribution of the X population

of industrial engineering students is assessed

through a questionnaire: How does one assess the
student’s ability to perceive spatial objects drawn in

the plane? Does isometric perspective assist in

spatial perception? [39–40].

3. Method proposal

Figure 3 presents a proposed framework for appli-

cation. It was developed in three phases and seven

steps.

Phase 1: Planning

Planning has established the population of the

study. It was intentional because it was a class of

students in the course of industrial engineering.

These students did not have descriptive geometry

in high school.

Step 1: Activities

Activities and their programming were included in

the study (Table 2).

Step 2: Subjects

The study was conducted in the course of industrial

engineering of the University Sao Paulo. The sub-

jects comprised 32 students in a first-year industrial

engineering class. Subject were interviews as follow:

� age: 17 (8%), 18 (82%), 19 (10%);

� gender: male (86%), female (14%);
� city: Sao Carlos, Sao Paulo, Brazil (23%), other

(77%).

The environment can be perceived in two stages:

� initially, through technical drawing usingmanual

instruments (ruler, straight edge, and compass)

on a drawing board;

� and subsequently via computer application

(CAD).

Change on curriculum depicts different periods in

the history of the school of engineering where the
new technical drawing course was introduced in

Table 3. Geometry descriptive was an integral part

of the high school curriculum at that time and

remained so until the close of the 1970s. During

1980s–1990s, the first year of undergraduate engi-

neering education included geometry descriptive

and technical drawing. In the second year, addi-

tional technical drawingwas added for an aggregate
of 180 hours in these related disciplines. In the 2016

academic year, in which this study was conducted,

the time allotted these courses was reduced by a

third to 120 hours. However, these hours were offset

by the introduction of the CAD system. Another

observation, before the introduction of the compu-

ter, students should first begin learning on the free-
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Fig. 3. Technical drawing framework.

Table 2. Scheduling activities

Processes Initiating Planning
Executing I
Drawing board

Executing II
CAD Controlling Closing

Schedule 2015, 10
2015, 12

2015, 10
2016, 03

2016, 02
2016, 06

2016, 07
2016, 12

2016, 02
2016, 12

2016, 12
2017, 03



hand drawing board. After that, students will draw

with instruments in drawing board. Students should

perform a lot of exercises on orthographic projec-

tions. They should also apply origami systems to

develop spatial perception. Following will present a
framework that will elucidate this method.

Step 3: Problem-based learning (PBL)

The PBL process applied to the technical drawing is

described as follow:

� students are encouraged to take responsibility for

organizing and directing the learning process

with the tutorial support of the teacher;

� this pedagogical concept is used to enhance

their acquisition of knowledge and accelerate
their development of communication, problem-

solving, and self-learning skills. Teaching

descriptive geometry through technical drawing

using exercises in a didactic sequence was largely

an inferred strategy, not simply induced;

� this process is abstract, proposing that teaching

and learning binomial theory and practice should

be tutored by the teacher;
� there must be a link between the concepts intro-

duced in the lecture and their concrete applica-

tion, systematically disseminated in models that

facilitate students’ assimilation of the theory

underlying them.

Phase 2: Manual technical drawing

This will affect spatial perception, i.e., the mental

visualization of a spatial form. This is a way of

perceiving the object without seeing it. Spatial

perception guides the transition between two-

dimensional depictions and three-dimensional

objects and vice versa. And, the Problem-based

learning supports the transformation of the ortho-

graphic views into isometric perspectives.

Step 4: Adaptation

Through adaptation of the technical drawing dis-

cipline:

� represented by the drawing board, and supple-

mented with exercises using cognitive and con-

structive psychology, e.g., Piaget’s;

� students are engaged in learning andmotivated to

learn drawing in view of its critical application in
their professional careers.

Step 5: Spatial perception and origami system

The following factors were established at the onset:

� identification of student needs, including poten-
tial obstacles to learning and their remedial diag-

nosis, as well as establishing the dimensions of

instructional areas;

� the hardware selected for the study was the

drawing board, in the first semester, and students

were motivated by the simulation of three-

dimensional objects via wooden blocks, origami

systems (Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 4 shows the origami systems, as follow: (1)

to draw isometric-solid (wooden blocks); (2) to

draw orthographic views in the paper; (3) to cut

the paper; (4) to fold the paper (� and �); (5) to put �
under � and folding paper; (6) to hold on the object

(‘‘in the air’’) in front of views. Fig. 5 shows, as

follow: (1) orthographic views (plane); (2) origami

system (space); (3) solid in front of views.

Step 6: Technical drawing I (drawing board)

The strategies on drawing board are the following:

� environment: 45 drawing boards, PC computer,

air conditioning, good lighting, 200m2;

� didactic materials: orthographic, quote, toler-

ances; drawing solid, wood block objects; spatial

vision; drawing front, left, top views of solid
object;

� PBL application.

The study entails sequential instruction in

manual technical drawing in the classroom:

� students learn the concepts of descriptive geome-
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Table 3. Effect of teaching technical drawing

Before After

Discipline Department of civil engineering
teaches to civil, electrical, industrial, and mechanical
engineering

Department of mechanical engineering
teaches to aeronautics, industrial, materials, mechanical,
and mechatronics engineering

Drawing board
1st and 2nd semester
geometry descriptive and technical drawing

Drawing board
1st semester
technical drawing

Drawing board
3rd and 4th semester
technical drawing

CAD
2nd semester
technical drawing

3 hours / week / 4 semesters (180 hours) 4 hours / week / 2 semesters (120 hours)

Obs: 1 semester = 15 weeks.



try through systematic exercises in spatial percep-

tion;

� they first manually draw three-dimensional

objects on the drawing board. Recommended
pedagogical strategies include solving a series of

exercises;

� the teacher will guide students by PBL to prepare

traces, thick and thin, continuous and dotted

lines, initially without using CAD, to integrate

with other disciplines, e.g., by visiting metrology

laboratories to identify instruments of measure-

ment and their relation to dimensional and geo-
metric tolerance in the technical drawing;

� and to understand the role of machine tools and

how they relate technical drawing tomanufactur-

ing (www.prod.eesc.usp.br/numa);

� at the onset of the first semester, a system pro-

vides students classroom access to a university

web site (www.simulacao.eesc.usp.br/dtm)

replete with educational materials, including a

work development power point, with technical

assistance available in person at established
times.

This step encompasses the following exercises

using PBL: drawing solid objects from an isometric

perspective, correlating diverse views with their

corresponding objects by enumerating their vertices

and perceiving their relations. The students should

repeat several times, as deducing from two views the

remaining third.The development of teachingmate-

rials as found on the previously noted university
web site (see Fig. 6). The Fig. 6 illustrates the figures

corresponding to the solids by using the following

rules: ‘‘the projections of a point will be aligned in

different views; the dimension between two points
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Fig. 4. Origami systems.

Fig. 5.Wooden blocks and origami systems.



will be the same fromdifferent views; parallel lines in

the different views will remain always parallel; the

form of flat surfaces remains equal in different views

unless it is seen as a line. In this case, the surface
(plane) is parallel to the visual; two continuous areas

separated by a line cannot be on the same plane; the

dimension of a feature is in a true scale when it is

perpendicular to the visual projection. When it is

not perpendicular, it will be smaller than true scale’’

[29].

Phase 3: Computer technical drawing

Students begin technical drawing on paper in sketch
form and continue, using the instruments of ruler,

straight edge, and compass, to eventually arrive at

the computer screen. There, they gradually progress

beyond the model to take advantage of the greater

capacity for abstraction and maturity provided by

display’s three-dimensional orthographic views

using problem-based learning within CAD.

Step 7: Technical drawing II (CAD)

The strategies on CAD are the following:

� environment: 45 workstation, air conditioning,

100m2, Solid edge ST8 (licensed);

� didactic materials (sub-routine): rectangle, circle

by center point, extrude, remove, connect, paral-

lel, concentric, smart dimension;

� PBL-CAD application.

The application of the PBL-CAD in the compu-

tational technical drawing was developed as fol-

lows:

� tutorial1: at the onset of the second semester,

students are instructed to download software

(Solid edge) on their personal computers and to

complete tutorial1 which involves drawing a

cylinder pin. In the next class, students perform

the same tutorial in the CAD lab in the presence
of the teacher (www.simulacao.eesc.usp.br/dtm);

� tutorial2–3: the process is reiterated through tutor-

ial2,3;

� tutorial4–16: Beginning with tutorial4, students

work in groups in the CAD lab, provided that

they have already completed the tutorial indivi-

dually at home;

� in the final phase of the second semester, students
depict the same objects previously drawn on the

drawing board during the first semester (Fig. 7),

using CAD;

� drawing on the board and CAD (Solid edge)

fixture assembly and six components;

– including material, roughness, dimensional

and geometric tolerance, adjustment, and

manufacturing route;
� in Figure 7, in order to draw the named shaft

component (number 6, Fig. 7);

– on paper, it was necessary to draw left view of

circumferences, using the compass and todraw

front view of rectangles, using a straight edge

and ruler;

– in the computational (Solid edge) drawing,

using the ISO part, base reference plane, view
orientation, circle by center point, smart

dimension (diameter), extrude (height).

4. Results

Students arrived at university with few experiences

of spatial perception of three-dimensional depic-

tions and thus encountered difficulties in drawing
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Fig. 6. Views and solids: relationship (www.simulacao.eesc.usp.br/dtm).



orthogonal projections in the plane. This condition

has been strategically assessed through the intro-
duction of simulations with physical objects supple-

mented by exercises and teacher mentoring and

monitoring. The transformation of this experience

with students was leveraged via motivation, PBL,

and cognitive experimental methodology. The

results were evaluated using a Wilcoxon rank sum

test questionnaire. Table 4 indicates that the Wil-

coxon rank sum test evidences a significant differ-
ence, p-value < 0.05, for all seven questions.

5. Discussion

To answer the research question and to conduct the

study without affecting current courses, the depart-

ment of mechanical engineering began teaching

technical drawing in all semesters to first-year
students that addressed its application to aeronau-

tic, industrial, material, mechanical, and mechatro-

nic engineering. The study features the use of the

drawing board, including complementing a descrip-

tive geometry lecture with wood block exercises

associated with drawing front, top, and left ortho-
graphic views, which, when folded as origami

systems, facilitates spatial perception of the plane.

In Brazil, the number of credits allotted technical

drawing courses has been reduced, making it even

more essential to adopt an effective pedagogical

strategy to put this limited time to its best use. The

approach described in this study enables students to

actively participate in the learning process with
tutorial support and guidance from their teacher.

Its primary contributionwas the design of a didactic

sequence in technical drawing that progresses from

use of the drawing board to use of computer-

assisted design. Fig. 8 represents the technical draw-

ing guide that begins with the literature review, and

use other practices (origami, problem-based learn-

ing), which aids the teaching and learning of tech-
nical drawing.

Technical drawings define an engineering pro-

duct before it is manufactured. Topics such as

orthographic views, dimensions, and perspectives
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Fig. 7. Assembly and exploded-view (adapted from [41]).

Table 4. Study evaluation, using Wilcoxon rank sum test

Median

Question Before After p-value Discussion

1. Dihedral 1 8 0.00019 Good performance, although students lacked knowledge of descriptive geometry
knowledge.

2. Plane 3 8 0.00025 Good progress, students could perceive spatial objects in the plane.

3. Space 1 8 0.00019 Students attained enhanced spatial perception.

4. Isometric perspective 3 8 0.00022 Starting views, students perceived isometric perspective.

5. Orthographic view 1 9 0.00019 Excellent, students used front and left views to deduce top view and solid object.

6. Dimension 2 8 0.00021 Students had no difficulty in correlating metrology and measurement.

7. Assembly 1 8 0.00018 Students learned how to represent an object, using its frontal view.

Obs: Purposive sampling was used to select 32 students participating in this research.



are part of the curriculum of every technical draw-

ing discipline. Although the fundamental principles
of technical drawing remain the same, the increasing

use of computer-aided design has created a rupture

with past models for teaching this discipline. Meth-

odologies to tailor the curriculum to the new gra-

phical tools available to the designer and to

motivate engineering students to study technical

drawing remain unresolved. The development of

computer technology has facilitated the imaging of
three-dimensional objects, but the reasoning ability

of the student remains the key to interpreting

technical drawings and, even more important, for

creating and disseminating new ideas. Thus while

computational resources offer numerous advan-

tages to technical drawing, their full benefit can

only be attained if the engineer has accurate spatial

perception, the ability to think in three dimensions,
and the capacity to perceive the plane as a spatial

object.

Table 5 lists a framework proposal versus litera-

ture review, in which, the transformation of this

experience with students was leveraged via motiva-

tion, and cognitive experimental methodology. The

new method proposed in this paper emerged from a

synthesis of successful 23 studies described in the

literature review. This body of knowledge has
revealed significant common points, such as spatial

perception, wood block and origami, which con-

tinue to help to identify opportunities for imple-

mentation in improvement. The method proposes

to initiate a drawing in the plane and in the space in

the sketch format and only later perform it with

instruments. In this way, it can be understoodwith a

perception to begin the knowledge of integrating
space with the plane. The teacher motivates engi-

neering students to learn technical drawing in such a

way that they can perceive a physical object from its

depiction in the plane.

In Brazil, descriptive geometry teaching has been

increasingly neglected in high school [3], likewise in

Malaysia [36] and Hungary, where students have

difficulty seeing in space [14]. This fact is also
observed in South Africa, for this it was introduced

the perception of Piaget [22]. In Canada, the spatial

view was improved with training in orthographic

projections [18]. In Spain, students can use the

software to draw [16, 28]. At the University of

Coimbra, Portugal, the course of drawing is sup-

ported by orthographic projections, and then pro-
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Table 5. A framework proposal (P) versus literature review

Articles

Characteristics 2 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 35 36 37 P

Sketch x x x x
Drawing board x x x x x
Orthog. views x x x x x
Block models x x x x x
Origami x
Adaptation x x x x x
Spatial percep. x x x x x x x x x x x
CAD x x x x x x
PBL x x x x x x x
PBL-CAD x



gress to the technical drawing. At the University of

Oviedo, Spain, students begin with technical draw-

ing interpretation and orthographic views, and then

proceed with 3D software. In the School ofMadrid,

Spain, the students develop the skill of spatial

visualization using informatics. At the University
of Quebec, Canada, the course is developed in the

computer-aided product design. At the Faculty of

Engineering of Milano, Italy, the course relies on

instruments for drawing, visualization and spatial

application [42].

Knowledge, according to Piaget, does not copy

reality, but rather understands space, whose con-

struction begins with perception [15]. Perception
collaborates with decision making and creativity.

The teacher does not solve the problem, but rather

plays the role of tutor [28]. Students can use tutorial

to understand the space-plane relationship [18]. The

application of cognitive psychology is an important

methodology in the construction of skill tests.

Spatial perception is one of the most studied skills

in human cognition. Today, the interest that awa-
kens with verbal aptitude and reasoning can explain

the variance of the scores in tests. Also, its applica-

tion is important in technical drawing.Visualization

was defined as the ability to generate a mental

image, performing various transformations on the

image and retaining the settings in the representa-

tion. The visualization is evaluated by means of

geometric tests and the evaluation by the Rasch
model [43].

Analysis of the relevant papers found in the

literature review confirms that any paper in the

literature proposed a framework like the one that

combines PBLwithmanual and origami system and

CAD technical drawing.

6. Conclusions

The present gap of descriptive geometry instruction

in high schools has an adverse impact on learning in

undergraduate engineering schools. A major con-

tribution of this study was to compensate for this

deficit with respect to technical drawing concerns

motivating students. The PBL pedagogical effect
showed to the students, when drawing by CAD, the

importance of having started by free hand.Learning

to learn helped them in this process. Also, the

literature review showed two paths, one of them

goes directly to CAD, and the other starts with

instruments. The present study decided to empha-

size technical drawing by hand firstly, because the

manual technical drawing survived in Scotland [2]
and in the USA, University of Pittsburgh, where

students firstly interpret and communicate with

sketches and then use CAD [15]. Learning from

wooden block and origami systems simulations

provides the most stimulating motivation. This

study has added to our knowledge of how to equip

engineering students to learn to see, think, and,

above all, create. It is but one step on the road to

progress that should be pursued with vigor. This is a

way of perceiving the object without seeing it.
Change in the curriculum was imperative to

improve the learning of students who had not

known descriptive geometry. Moving on to draw

in a mechanical engineering environment, visiting

metrology laboratories andCNCmachines to aid in

the development of the manufacturing route.

Through the perceptible representation of objects

in orthographic views and isometric perspectives,
students feel encouraged to design engineering

products.

The limitation of the research was to have been

carried out in only one university, which limits the

general applicability of the proposal. However, this

study can serve as a referencemodel not only for the

case, but also for other universities, in Brazil and

worldwide, interested in adopting the method
approaches in their teaching and learning, accord-

ing to their specific needs.

It is recommended that future research explore

how the learning process could be further enhanced

by adding other methods to strengthen the associa-

tion of manual technical drawings with computer-

generated images. Innovative software technologies

expand possibilities for effective pedagogical strate-
gies exploiting new teaching resources. It is crucial

that we maximize every opportunity to restore and

advance the essential contribution of technical

drawing education to ensuring engineering excel-

lence.
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